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We construct infinitely accurate approximate solutions to systems of hyperbolic
partial differential equations which model short wavelength dispersive nonlinear
phenomena. The principal themes are the following.~1! The natural framework for
the study of dispersion is wavelengthe solutions of systems of partial differential
operators ine]. The naturale-characteristic equation ande-eikonal equations are
not homogeneous. This corresponds exactly to the fact that the speeds of propaga-
tion, which are called group velocities, depend on the length of the wave number.
~2! The basic dynamic equations are expressed in terms of the operatore]t . As a
result growth or decay tends to occur at the catastrophic rateect/e. The analysis is
limited to conservative or nearly conservative models.~3! If a phasef~x!/e satisfies
the naturale-eikonal equation, the natural harmonic phases,nf(x)/e, generally do
not. One needs to impose a coherence hypothesis for the harmonics.~4! In typical
examples the set of harmonics which are eikonal is finite. The fact that high har-
monics are not eikonal suppresses the wave steepening which is characteristic of
quasilinear wave equations. It also explains why a variety of monochromatic mod-
els are appropriate in nonlinear settings where harmonics would normally be ex-
pected to appear.~5! We study wavelengthe solutions of nonlinear equations ine]
for times O~1!. For a given system, there is a critical exponentp so that for
amplitudesO(ep), one has simultaneously smooth existence fort5O(1), andnon-
linear behavior in the principal term of the approximate solutions. This is the
amplitude for which the time scale of nonlinear interaction isO(1). ~6! The ap-
proximate solutions have residual each of whose derivatives isO(en) for all n.0.
In addition, we prove that there are exact solutions of the partial differential equa-
tions, that is with zero residual, so that the difference between the exact solution
and the approximate solutions is infinitely small. This is a stability result for the
approximate solutions. ©1997 American Institute of Physics.
@S0022-2488~97!00602-6#

I. INTRODUCTION

This paper presents a method for constructing rigorously justified infinitely accurate app
mate solutions to systems of hyperbolic partial differential equations which model short w
length dispersive nonlinear phenomena. A tool of general utility is created. It is important to
that there are a variety of more or lessad hocmethods to arrive at the leading term of th
approximate solutions. We provide a framework which justifies many such arguments an
serve to arbitrate controversies where contradictory simplifications are proposed.

The classical use of the expression dispersion is to describe the fact that white light i
into a rainbow of colors on passing through a prism. The shorter wavelength light, bluish in
is bent more than the longer wavelengths which are redish in color. The reason is that th
wavelength light travels more slowly through glass than does the longer wavelengths. Th
pendence of speed on wavelength is called dispersion.

The cause of this phenomenon is that the light forces the electrons in atoms and molec
0022-2488/97/38(3)/1484/40/$10.00
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1485P. Donnat and J. Rauch: Dispersive nonlinear geometric optics
oscillate. The oscillating electrons emit light. The total field is a combination of the incident
emitted fields which in nonobvious fashion leads to an effective speed of propagation wh
different than the speed in a vacuum. The resonant frequency of the atomic oscillators in g
in the near ultraviolet so that blue tones are closer to resonance than red. This explain
dispersion is stronger for shorter wavelengths. The reason that glass is dispersive and air i
because there are many more atoms per unit volume in glass. The reader is referred to Re
a particularly good presentation of the physics. The key is that the frequency of the exciting
and the resonant frequencies of the atoms are both very large and of comparable magnitude
infrared and x-ray regions of the electromagnetic spectrum, dispersive effects are muc
important. The need for this tuning is well expressed in the introduction to dispersion in Re

‘‘...to study the important subject of rapidly varying electromagnetic fields whose fre-
quencies are not restricted to be small in comparison with the frequencies which chara
terize the establishment of the electric and magnetic polarisation of the substances co
cerned.’’

In units so that the speed of light in vacuum is equal to one, wavelengthe electromagnetic
waves have periodO~e/2p!. The atomic oscillators to be near resonance will also have perio
the same order. A harmonic oscillator with this frequency has an equation of the form

e2
d2p

dt2
1p50.

Note in particular the appearance of the differential operatored/dt. Pursued systematically as i
Ref. 3, this idea leads to models for linear and nonlinear dispersion, as in Sec. II, which ha
following form. An unknownRN- orCN- valued fieldu(t,y) defined forx:5(t,y)PR11d satisfies
a system of partial differential equations

L~u,e]x!u1F~u!50, ~1.1!

where

L~u,j!:5 (
m50

d

Am~u!jm1L0 :5L1~u,j!1L0 . ~1.2!

Order J hypothesis: The nonlinear functions F and Am are smooth on a neighborhood of0,
and the nonlinear terms are of order J>2 in the sense that

uau<J22⇒]u, ū
a Am~0!50 and ubu<J21⇒]u, ū

b F~0!50. ~1.3!

The system is symmetric hyperbolic in the sense that

Am~u!5Am~u!* and A0~0!.0. ~1.4!

The simplest such equation ise]tu56cu whose solutions are of the forme6ct/e f (y). Unlessc is
purely imaginary the solutions are either negligibly small or explosively large. In order tha
system be neither strongly dissipative nor strongly explosive, we assume that

L052L0* . ~1.5!

The linearized equation atu50 is

L~0,e]x!v50. ~1.6!
J. Math. Phys., Vol. 38, No. 3, March 1997
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1486 P. Donnat and J. Rauch: Dispersive nonlinear geometric optics
This is a constant coefficient system of lineare] differential equations. The hypothesis~1.5! is
equivalent to conservation of the quantity^A0u,u& for this linearized system. The discussion
dispersion suggests that one seek solutions of wavelengthO(e) and with that in mind, note tha
there exist plane wave solutionsv5eibx/er exactly whenrPker L(0,ib). This kernel is nontrivial
exactly whenb is a solution of thee-characteristic equation

05detL~0,b!5detS (
m50

d

ibmAm~0!1L0D . ~1.7!

The solutionsb are by definition the points of thee-characteristic variety, denotedechar. The
presence of the termL0 in ~1.7! shows that this variety depends on the lower-order terms in
equation, and is defined by an equation which need not be homogeneous inb.

Definition: For any bPR11d, let p~b! denote orthogonal projection onto the kernel
L(0,ib).

In particularp~b! is nonzero exactly whenbPe char.
There are at least three distinct ways to arrive at theansatzfor the approximate solutions o

this article. The idea of modulated plane waves, sometimes called the slowly varying env
hypothesis, is the most classical. A second is Whitham’s averaged Lagrangian method4 which
requires a variational form. Both of these methods are intuitively appealing and predict the le
term in an approximate solution. Since the leading term is the most interesting, one might
that such methods should be sufficient. However, if the approximate solution is constructe
up to the principal term, then the residual in the equation is of the same order of magnitude
approximation itself. This explains in part why it is difficult to show that such approximations
in fact accurate. One of the key recent advances for nondispersive problems, by Choquet-
Majda, Rosales, Hunter, Keller, Joly, Metivier, and Rauch,5–13 is the development of a third
strategy which follows the lines of WKB expansions is a systematic way. In addition to flexib
this approach has the dual advantage of often suggesting improved approximations, an
applicability. This is partly why it is the only one of the approaches which has lead to rigo
results for nonlinear problems. A survey of recent progress including a more complete bibl
phy can be found in Ref. 14.

The natural starting point for all approaches are problems which are explicitly solv
Consider the linear constant coefficient oscillatory initial value problem

L~0,e]x!v
e50, ve~0,y!5g~y!eic~y!/e. ~1.8!

The solution is given exactly by

ve~ t,y!5
1

~2p!d
A0

21/2E
Rd
E
Rd
eiH ~e,h!tei ~x2y!•hA0

1/2g~y!eic~y!/e dydh, ~1.9!

where

H~e,h!:5A0
21/2S iL 0

e
2(

j50

d

h jAj DA0
21/2. ~1.10!

If the e-characteristic variety has the property that over the pointsdc(y) it consists of a finite
number of smooth nonintersecting sheets in the sense that forh in a neighborhood of

$dc~y!:yPsuppg%

the equation
J. Math. Phys., Vol. 38, No. 3, March 1997
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1487P. Donnat and J. Rauch: Dispersive nonlinear geometric optics
L~0,i t,ih!50

has exactlyK distinct roots

t1~h!,t2~h!,•••,tK~h!,

then there areK natural phases for the problem~1.8! namely, the solutions of the eikonal equatio

detL~0,idf!50, f~0,y!5c~y!, ~1.11!

which are the solutions of theK reduced equations

] tfk5tk~]yfk!, fk~0,y!5c~y!, 1<k<K. ~1.12!

The nonlinear equations~1.12! are uniquely solvable for small time. Applying the method
stationary phase for such times shows that ase→0 the solution given by~1.9! is equal to a sum of
K terms

ve5 (
k51

K

vk
e , vk

e5ak~e,x!eıfk~x!/e, ak~e,x!;(
j50

`

e jak, j~x!. ~1.13!

The leading profilesak,0 are polarized and have initial values according to

p~dfk!ak,05ak,0 , ak,0~0,y!5p„dfk~x!…g~y!. ~1.14!

They are determined by a set of ordinary differential equations, aka transport equations,
curves in space–time, aka, rays, moving at the natural group velocities2]htk„df(x)…. In Propo-
sition 3.3 we will see that these transport equations are equivalent to the system

p„df~x!…L1~0,]x!p„df~x!…ak,0~x!50. ~1.15!

In addition to the asymptotic evaluation of exact solutions we would also like to cite the pap
Lewis,15 who constructs asymptotic solutions of dispersive linear problems which need not
explicit solutions. His models for the dispersion of light do not have natural energy estim
which prevents him from proving that his approximate solutions are close to exact solution
give an example where approximate solutions are in fact far from exact solutions after Th
3.7.

There is a large literature on relaxation problems which is also related to our work.
problems are singular limits of nonlineare] equations for which decay likee2t/e is present in
some modes. The goal is to extract a correct description for a relaxed system in which these
are not present~see Ref. 16 and its bibliography!. An important part of the analysis are hypothes
which exclude explosive modes and guarantee stability as does our conservation hypothes~1.5!.

It is reasonable to seek approximate solutions similar to those in~13! but in contexts where
they are not derived by an asymptotic analysis of an explicit solution, in particular for nonl
problems. With this in mind suppose thatf(x) satisfies the eikonal equation. The first nonline
phenomenon to discuss is the creation of harmonics. Nonlinear functions applied to express
the form a(e,x)eif(x)/e will produce harmonics, that is expression with phasesnf for nPZ.
Negative values ofn come from nonlinear functions such as the complex conjugate. The v
n50 appears clearly for example for the nonlinear functionuuu2. An important difference between
the case of dispersive geometric optics and the nondispersive case~for example, Refs. 9–13! is
that if f satisfies the eikonal equation, then for mostn, nf does not satisfy the eikonal equatio
The simplest case is the Klein–Gordon equatione2hu1u50. If f satisfies the eikonal equatio
J. Math. Phys., Vol. 38, No. 3, March 1997
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f t
2511ufyu

2, then fornÞ61, nf satisfies the eikonal equation at no points. Forn521, nf
satisfies the eikonal equation at all points. This is an example for which the following hypot
is satisfied.

Coherence hypothesis: The phasef is a smooth real solution of the eikonal equation onV
and or each mPZ\0. If L „imdf(x)… is singular for one xPV, then it is singular for all xPV.
When L„imdf(x)… is singular, the matrixp„mdf(x)… is assumed to be a smooth function of.

Analogous coherence hypotheses were introduced by Majda and Rosales6 in the study of
multiphase nondispersive problems. The interaction of harmonics of dispersive systems is
sense analogous to the interaction of distinct phases for nondispersive systems.

The next hypothesis avoids some small divisor problems asunu→` and is satisfied in all the
physical examples we have studied.

Strong finiteness hypothesis: L1„idf(x)… is nonsingular for all xPV.
This hypothesis implies that

M:5$mPZ:detL~ imdf!50% ~1.16!

is finite. The principal term in our approximate solutions is a sum of terms of the form~1.13!, one
term for each of the eikonal phasesmf,

ue'epa0~x,f~x!/e!, a0~x,u!:5 (
mPM

am~x!eiu, p„mdf~x!…am~x!5am~x!. ~1.17!

Roughlyue is a finite family of nonlinearly interacting dispersive waves whose amplitude,e p is
discussed in the next paragraph.

The second nonlinear effect to take care of is that the strength of interaction and therefo
time scale for interaction depends on the amplitude of the wave. The amplitude of the so
~1.17! is e p. The exponentp is chosen so that the time scale for the nonlinear interactions isO~1!.
This vague phrase means that one cannot ignore the nonlinear effects if one wants an app
tion for times independent ofe, but for times tending to zero withe they can be ignored. We
present two independent computations ofp. The second is at the beginning of Sec. IV A. For t
first, suppose thatu ande]ue areO(ep). Then~1.1! takes the form

S L1~0,]x!1
1

e
L0Due5

1

e
O~epJ!,

where the right-hand side comes from the nonlinear terms satisfying~1.3!. Thanks to the conser
vation hypothesis, the propagators for the linear operator on the left are uniformly bounded
standard Sobolev spaces. Thus the effect of the nonlinear terms over times of order one
mated to be of orderepJ21. The critical exponentp is chosen so that this is equal toe p, the
amplitude of the solutions studied. Thus

p5
1

J21
. ~1.18!

In Sec. V interaction coefficientscm„x,$am(x)%… are defined depending on the phasef and the
derivatives ofL(u,.) andF(u) with respect tou at u50. Each functioncm is a homogeneous
polynomial in$am(x)% of degreeJ. The principal profilea0 in ~1.17! is uniquely determined from
its initial data by the coupled semilinear symmetric hyperbolic systems

p„mdf~x!…L1~0,]x!p„mdf~x!…am1cm„x,$am~x!%…50. ~1.19!
J. Math. Phys., Vol. 38, No. 3, March 1997
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1489P. Donnat and J. Rauch: Dispersive nonlinear geometric optics
The operators on the left are those in~15!. Proposition 3.3 shows that where the characteri
variety is simple they are transport operators at the group velocity. To guarantee uniquene
needs to suppose that the domainV on which one works satisfies the following condition.

Determinacy hypothesis:Vù~@0,T1#3Rd! is a domain of determinacy for each of the sy
metric hyperbolic operatorsp(mdf)L1(]x)p(mdf), mPM.

Proposition 3.2 shows that this is automatically satisfied ifVù~@0,T1#3Rd! is a domain of
determinacy forL1(0,]x)

The principal term can be corrected to give infinitely accurate approximations. These a
dispersive analogue of the constructions of Joly–Rauch and Gues in Refs. 9, 17, and 1
proofs of all these authors are descendents of the seminal article of Lax19 showing that the
geometric optics approximate in the linear case is easily justified by constructing an infi
accurate approximation solution and then using energy estimates.

The nonlinear dispersive analogue of Lax’s result is harder. For one, the solutions te
infinity in the norms in which the Cauchy problem is well set. This suggests that they may be
increasingly sensitive to perturbations in the data, and therefore the approximate solution
not be accurate. In fact they are accurate as we prove in Sec. VI.

The approximate solutions have the form

ue~x!5epa„e,x,f~x!/e…, with a~e,x,u!;ep (
jPpN

e jaj~x,u!. ~1.20!

The functionsa(e,x,u) and aj (x,u) are smooth in all their arguments and periodic inu. To
describe the main results introduce the projectorP acting on trigonometric polynomials
d(x,u)5(dn(x)e

inu by

Pd:5 (
nPN

p„ndf~x!…dn~x!einu. ~1.21!

The next theorem shows that infinitely accurate approximate solutions of the form~1.20! are
uniquely determined once initial data are given forPaj (0,y).

Theorem: Suppose that T1.0 and for j>0

gj~y,u!PC0
`~Rd3S1!, suppg,~Vù$t50%!3S1 and Pgj5gj .

Then there is a TP]0, T1] and a unique solution a0PC(0)
` ((Vù$0<t<T%)3S1) of ~1.19! such

that Pa0(0,y)5g0(y). With this T, there are unique functions ajPC(0)
` ((Vù$0<t<T%)3S1)

satisfying the initial conditionsPaj (0,y)5gj (y) and so that if ue satisfies~1.20!, then for alla
and M one has

]a
„L~ue,e]x!u

e1F~ue!…5O~eM !

uniformly onVù$0<t<T%.
This result is proved in Sec. IV in the semilinear case and in Sec. V for the quasilinear

That the approximate solution is infinitely close to exact solutions is given by the following r
which is weaker than that proved in Sec. VI.

Theorem: Suppose that ue and T are as in the previous theorem and thatve is the unique
local solution of the initial value problem

L~ve,]!ve1F~ve!50, ve~0,y!5ue~0,y!. ~1.22!

Then for small positivee, ve exists and is smooth on@0,T# 3Rd and for all a and M one has

]x
a~ue2ve!5O~eM ! ~1.23!
J. Math. Phys., Vol. 38, No. 3, March 1997
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1490 P. Donnat and J. Rauch: Dispersive nonlinear geometric optics
uniformly on@0,T#3Rd.
In Sec. II we present three models from nonlinear optics, one linear, one semilinear, an

quasilinear which together with the Klein–Gordon equation serve as examples througho
exposition. In Sec. III, linear dispersion is discussed. Here many fundamental relations nee
the sequel are proved and the scheme for handling the recursive definition of the profileaj is
developed. While much of this material is known, we think that much is also new. In this se
we also show that for the simple nonconservative exampleL~e]!:5e2h21 there are asymptotic
solutions with infinitely small residual,L(e])u;0, so thatue and ve have disjoint support for
times t;1. In Sec. IV we construct approximate solutions with infinitely small residual in
semilinear case. The important coherence, finiteness, and determinacy hypotheses are intr
In Sec. V the additional work for quasilinear terms is presented. The proof of stability is giv
Sec. VI.

II. TWO MODELS FROM NONLINEAR OPTICS

The speed of propagation of light in dense materials like glass and water depends
frequency. As a consequence white light passing through a prism is decomposed into a sp
of colors, a discovery of Newton. These phenomena are calledlinear dispersion. Here the qualifier
linear means that the superposition principal holds.

The development of lasers allowed the exploration of high-intensity electromagnetic w
and led to the discovery that the speed and therefore the refractive index depends also
intensity of the field,n5n(v,I ). Taylor expansion atI50 yields

n~v,I !;n0~v!1n2~v!I1••• ,

where the notations are those standard in the physics literature. Truncating at then2 term yields

n~v!5n0~v!1n2~v!I , ~2.1!

which is called theKerr nonlinearity. The common signn2.0 means that speed of propagation
a decreasing function of intensity of the light.

A. The Lorentz model for linear dispersion

Materials which exhibit an appreciable nonlinear index are usually dispersive in the cla
sense; the speed depends on frequency. Thus the point of departure for modeling the no
index are models of linear dispersion. The standard model, due to Lorentz,20 is discussed in Ref.
3. In particular its relation to excellent textbook treatments~Refs. 1 and 21! is discussed. In units
normalized so that the speed of light is equal to 1, the equations read

Et5curl B2Pt , Bt52curl E, e2] t
2P1P5gE. ~2.2!

div~E1P!50, div B50, ~2.3!

The unknowns are the electric and magnetic fields,E, B, and the polarization per unit volume,P.
The last equation from~2.2! shows that the local polarization responds to the electric field a
field of harmonic oscillators. Equation~2.3! is satisfied for all times as soon as it is satisfied
t50. Thus, it is a constraint on the initial data.

The key observation is the appearance of the small parametere which has the order of
magnitude of the wavelength of light divided by the next smallest characteristic length i
problem. For example for the propagation of a bullet- or cigar-shaped laser pulse throu
ordinary sized glass lens, the smallest length scale is the spotsize typically of order 1 mm, an
e,1023.

To convert~2.2! to a first-order system, introduce
J. Math. Phys., Vol. 38, No. 3, March 1997
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1491P. Donnat and J. Rauch: Dispersive nonlinear geometric optics
Q:5e] tP, u:5~E,B,P,Q!. ~2.4!

The dynamics then reads

eEt5e curl B2ePt , eBt52e curl E, ePt5Q, e] tQ1P5gE. ~2.5!

There is a natural quadratic energy. Multiplying theE equation byE, theB equation byB, theP
equation byP, and theQ equation byg21Q, then integrating the sum of the resulting expressio
overRd yields the conservation law

05] tE
Rd

^A0u0 ,u0&dy, A0 :5diagS I ,I , 1g I ,
1

g
I D . ~2.6!

Multiplying equations~2.5! and ~2.6! by A0 expresses the fundamental system~2.2! in the form

L~e]!u50, L~j!:5 (
m50

d

jmAm1L0 , ~2.7!

where the 12312 matricesAm are real symmetric, and

L05S 0 0 0 1

0 0 0 0

0 0 0 21/g

21 0 1/g 0

D
is real antisymmetric. This is a dispersive symmetric hyperbolic system in the sense of Se
The key ingredient in the modeling of dispersion is the fact of studying wavelengthe oscillations
of a system ine].

Nonlinear optical models are characterized by the fact that the polarizationP responds to the
electric field in a nonlinear way. Two standard models are described below. For each
nonlinear models, the linearization atu50 is given by the Lorentz model. Thus the Lorentz mod
yields a good description of solutions of the nonlinear equations for very weak fields. The a
totic analysis of this paper describes high-frequency solutions for which the nonlinear effec
important.

B. The anharmonic oscillator model

The change here is to model the response of the polarization as ananharmonic oscillator

e2Ptt1“V~P!5gE ~2.8!

~see Refs. 22 and 23!. The medium is supposed to be centrosymmetric which means thatV is an
even function, i.e., satisfiesV(2P)5V(P). For low fields, the classical harmonic oscillator is
good approximation. Denote byEa;1011 m21 the electric field felt by an electron in a Hydroge
atom. For very high fields, i.e.,E.Ea , I.1016 W/cm2, ionization processes occur and typical
the materials through which the light is passing are damaged. There is an intermediate
I;1012 W/cm2 where the intensity is low enough to avoid breakdown but high enough so tha
perturbations of the harmonic oscillator have to be taken into account. This regime, som
called that of weak nonlinearity, is the field of nonlinear optics.

ReplacingE by E/Ea , B by cB/Ea , andP by P/e0Ea gives dimensionless fields. The regim
of weak nonlinearity discussed above corresponds to dimensionless fields small compared
It is thus reasonable to introduce the Taylor expansion of the smooth real-valued potential
J. Math. Phys., Vol. 38, No. 3, March 1997
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V~P!;
uPu2

2
2

auPu4

4
1••• , a.0. ~2.9!

The asymptotic analysis of Sec. IV shows that the coefficienta is essentially the same quantity a
the Kerr Law constantn2 and is of magnitudeO~1! in the nondimensional units above.

It may seem that for fields small compared to one, the nonlinear term will be neglig
However, the natural eikonal equation and polarization identities are such that the leading
linear terms in~2.8! exactly compensate, so that the nonlinear term is crucial.

Introducing the unknownu from ~2.4!, this model is a dispersive semilinear symmetric h
perbolic system. It is semilinear because the nonlinear“V(P) does not involve derivatives.

C. Instantaneous nonlinear response

This model supposes that the nonlinear response of the polarization is instantaneous an
by

PN5PN~E!, PN~2E!52PN~E!, ]E
bPN~0!50 for ubu<2.

In the dimensionless units above, the fields of interest are small compared to one and thePN can
be replaced by the leading term in its Taylor expansion

PN5auEu2E,

where the constanta;O~1! is essentially then2 in Kerr’s Law. The polarization is the sum of thi
instantaneous cubic term and the term of Lorentz. The system of equations defining the dy
is then

Et5curl B2~P1auEu2E! t , Bt52curl E, e2] t
2P1P5gE, ~2.10!

div~E1auEu2E1P!50, div B50. ~2.11!

For the unknownu as in Sec. II A, this is a dispersive symmetric hyperbolic system whic
quasilinear because of the term (auEu2E) t .

III. ASYMPTOTIC ANALYSIS OF LINEAR DISPERSIVE HYPERBOLIC SYSTEMS

This section presents background material on dispersive symmetric hyperbolic equatio
Symmetric hyperbolicity hypothesis: Suppose that

L~]!:5 (
m50

d

Aj

]

]xj
1L05A0]01A0]11•••1Ad]d1L0 . ~3.1!

The system of partial differential operators L~]! is supposed to be a constant coefficient cons
vative symmetric hyperbolic system of order one with timelike variable t:5x0, that is, the coeffi-
cients Am are N3N Hermitian symmetric matrices with A0 strictly positive and L0 is an anti-
Hermitian matrix.

Aside:One could consider systems withx, e-dependent coefficients satisfying

Aj~x,e!5Aj~x,e!* , A0.cI.0,

]e,x
a $Am ,L0%PL`~R11d!, L0~x,0!1L0* ~x,0!>0,
J. Math. Phys., Vol. 38, No. 3, March 1997
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1493P. Donnat and J. Rauch: Dispersive nonlinear geometric optics
for some constantc. The analysis for nonlinear phases extends without essential modificati
this case. The price to pay is heavier notation. Physically, the variable coefficients repre
medium whose properties vary smoothly from point to point.

The goal is to describe oscillatory solutions ofL(e])ue5(L1(e])1L0)u
e50 which have

wavelengthe!1. The presence of the operatorse] makes the system singular. Exactly the sa
sort of singularity is familiar from the semiclassical limit in quantum mechanics. It has
peculiarity of rendering the principal part and lower-order terms in the equation of the same
That is, the natural principal symbol involves the lower-order terms as well as the terms of
1. The natural eikonal equation is not homogeneous indf and equivalently, the natural principa
symbol is not homogeneous inj. This is nearly equivalent to the fact that dispersive phenome
where speeds depend on the modulus of the wave number, can be modeled.

A. Plane waves and dispersion relations

The point of departure is the fact that linear partial differential operators with constant
ficients act simply on exponential functions of the formeib.x/er wherebPR11d andrPCN. Such
expressions are calledplane waves. One has

L~e]!~eib.x/er !5eib.x/eL~ ib!r5eib.x/e„L1~ ib!1L0…r . ~3.2!

There is a fundamental dichotomy. IfL( ib) is invertible, then the equation

L~e]!ue5eib.x/eb ~3.3!

has a unique plane wave solution

ue5eib.x/eL~ ib!21b, ~3.4!

and the homogeneous equationL(e])u50 has no plane wave solutions.
On the other hand, ifL( ib) is not invertible, there are plane wave solutions of the homo

neous equation, and the inhomogeneous equation has plane wave solutions only for specia
of b, those which satisfyp~b!b50 wherep~b! is defined as follows.

Definitions: The covectorbPR11d is e-characteristic denotedbPechar(L) when

detL~ ib!50. ~3.5!

Equation (5) is called thedispersion relation. For bPR11d, p~b! denotes the spectral projectio
of L( ib) onto its kernel. Define a partial inverse Q~b! from CN to itself by

Q~b!p~b!50, Q~b!L~ ib!w5„I2p~b!…w for all wPCN. ~3.6!

Remarks:~1! For bPe char, the projectionp~b! is equal to

p~b!:5
1

2p i Ruzu5r
„z2L~ ib!…21 dz, ~3.7!

where r is so small that 0 is the only eigenvalue inside the contour. Symmetric hyperbo
implies thatL( ib) is an anti-Hermitian matrix, sop~b! is an orthogonal projector and the alg
braic and geometric multiplicity of the eigenvalue 0 are equal. Here the geometric multiplic
defined as dim kerL( ib), while the algebraic multiplicity is defined to be order of the rootz50
of the equation det„zI2L( ib)…50.

~2! bPR11d\e char⇒p~b!50.
~3! The matrixQ is given by the contour integral
J. Math. Phys., Vol. 38, No. 3, March 1997
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1494 P. Donnat and J. Rauch: Dispersive nonlinear geometric optics
Q~b!5
i

2p R
uzu5r

1

z
„z2L~ ib!…21 dz. ~3.8!

Symmetric hyperbolicity implies thatQ~b! is anti-Hermitian.
~4! For bPechar,r belongs to the kernel ofL( ib) if and only if ue:5eib.x/er are plane wave

solutions of the equationL(e])ue50. The equation~3! has a plane wave solution if and only
p~b!b50, in which case the solutions are given by the vectorsr satisfying

r2Q~b!bPker L~ ib!.

Proposition 3.1: For eachhPRd there are at most N valuest such that ~t,h!Pechar. If
t1,t2,•••,tk are the values, then

CN5 (
m51

k

ker L~ i tm ,ih!

is an orthogonal decomposition with respect to the scalar product determined by A0.
Proof: SinceL( ib)5 i „L1(b)2 iL 0…, it follows thatb:5~t,h! belongs toechar if and only if

t satisfies

detS tA01(
j50

d

h jAj2 iL 0D 50.

SinceA0 is positive definite and(j50
d h jAj2 iL 0 is Hermitian symmetric, the result follows from

the spectral theorem. j

It follows that for rPCN the initial value problem

L~e]!ue50, ueu t505eih•y/er

has the exact solution

ue:5 (
m51

k

ei ~tm ,h!.x/erm , where r5(
0

k

rm

is the decomposition ofr into elements of kerL( i tm ,ih).
In the Proposition the scalar product with respect toA0 plays an important role. This is tied t

the fact that the time variablet plays a distinguished role in the decompositionb5~t,h!. For a
different time variable the orthogonality of the kernels would be with respect to a different s
product. The projectorsp~b! on the kernel are chosen orthogonal with respect to the scalar pro
in CN which is the scalar product for which the symbolL( ib) is anti-Hermitian.

Example:For the Klein–Gordon operatorL~e]!5e2h11, bPechar if and only if it satisfies
the dispersion relationb 0

25b 1
21•••1bd

211. This is a second-order analogue, studied by seek
plane wave solutionsue5eib.x/ec. The identity

~e2h11!ue5eib.x/e~2b0
21b1

21•••1bd11!

yields the dispersion relation.
Example:Compute plane wave solutions of the Lorentz model from Sec. II A by see

exact solutions of the formeb.x/e~e, b, p, q!. This yields the system of homogeneous line
equations

i te2 ih`b52q, tb1h`e50, i tp5q, i tq52p1ge. ~3.9!
J. Math. Phys., Vol. 38, No. 3, March 1997
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1495P. Donnat and J. Rauch: Dispersive nonlinear geometric optics
Fix h and seek the valuest 5 t~h! belonging to the variety.
There are always solutions witht50. The corresponding vectors are those with

e ih, b ih, p5ge, q50. ~3.10!

This is a two-dimensional family. None of the nonzero elements of this family satisfy the
straint ~2.5!.

For tÞ0 one can eliminateb andq from the system to obtain the reduced system

t 2e1h`~h`e!52t 2p, ~2t 211!p5ge.

In the first equation, simplify the double cross product and multiply byt 221 to eliminatep to find

„~t 221!~t 22uh2u1uh&^hu!2gt 2
…e50. ~3.11!

The physically relevant solutions satisfy the constrainth.e50, which yields the dispersion relatio

05~t 221!~t 22uh2u!2gt 25t 42~11g1uhu2!t 21uhu2. ~3.12!

Note that this equation is not homogeneous int , h. The spectral projectionp~b! corresponding to
the roots of~3.11! is orthogonal projection on the kernel which is the set of vectors satisfyin

e'h, t b52h`e, p5
g

2t 211
e, q5 i t p. ~3.13!

Note that the phase velocityvf52t h/ uhu2 so that the triplevf , e, b is an oriented triple inR3.
Equation ~3.13! defines a kernel of dimension two parametrized by the vectorse'h by the
mapping

e'h°K~e!:5S e, 2h

t
`e,

g

2t 211
e,

i t g

2t 211
eD .

Note that fore'h,

iK~e!i5niei , n~t,h!:5S 11
h2

t 2 1
g2~11t 2!

~12t 2!2 D 1/2.
Set

S~u!5S~E,B,P,Q!:5E1
h

t
`B1

g

2t 211
P2

i t g

2t 211
Q.

We next show that

n2p~u!5K~ph'„S~u!…!5KSS~u!2
^S~u!,h&h

ihi2 D . ~3.14!

Since both sides are linear it suffices to prove~3.14! for u either belonging to or orthogonal t
kerp~(u). We use two identities satisfied for alle'h.

„u,K~e!…5„S~u!,e) and S„K~e!…5n2e.
J. Math. Phys., Vol. 38, No. 3, March 1997
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The first identity shows thatp(u)50 if and only if ph'„S(u)…50, so ~3.14! holds foruPkerp.
For 0Þu'kerp, choosee'h so thatu5K~e!. Then

K~pn'„S~u!…!5K~ph'~S„K~e!…!!5K~„ ph'~n2e!…!5K~n2e!5n2u

verifying ~3.14! in these cases and therefore completing the proof of~3.14!.
The dispersion relation yields a quadratic equation fort 2 which is explicitly solvable. The

resulting expression is rarely used. The simple explicit representation

uhu25t2S 12
g

t221D ~3.15!

for h as a function oft is often preferred.
The remaining solutions of the homogeneous linear system are those witheih which in

addition to those witht50 yield a family witht 2212g50. This inventory of 12 solutionst for
eachh shows that equation~3.5! is exactly

t 2~t 2212g!@~t 221!~t 22uh2u!2gt 2#250.

B. Approximate solutions with varying amplitude and linear phases

We construct solutions which on scaleso~1! look like plane waves, but whose amplitudes a
smoothly varying on scalesO~1!. The residuals are infinitely small. Seek asymptotic solutions
the equation

L~e]!ue5„L1~e]!1L0…u
e5b~x,e!eib.x/e, b~x,e!;(

j50

`

e jbj~x!, ~3.16!

with

ue5eib.x/ea~x,e!, a~x,e!;(
j50

`

e jaj~x!. ~3.17!

Pluggingue into the partial differential operator yields

L~e]!ue5eib.x/e„L1~e]!a1L~ ib!a…. ~3.18!

The strategy is to expand

L~ ib!a1L1~e]!a2b;(
j50

`

e j cj~x!, ~3.19!

and to choose the coefficientsaj so that all thecj vanish identically.
Setting the leading term in~3.19! equal to zero yields

05L~ ib!a02b0 . ~3.20!

There is a fundamental dichotomy. IfL( ib) is nonsingular, thena0 is determined fromb0 by the
linear algebraic equation~3.20!. An entire asymptotic expansion is determined by suchlocal
algebraic equations. This is in exact analogy to elliptic high-frequency asymptotics~see Refs. 24
and 25!.

The situation is more interesting whenL( ib) is singular. In that case, multiplying~3.20! by
p~b! yields the constraint
J. Math. Phys., Vol. 38, No. 3, March 1997
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1497P. Donnat and J. Rauch: Dispersive nonlinear geometric optics
p~b!b050. ~3.21!

Multiply ~3.20! by Q~b! to find

„I2p~b!…a05Q~b!b0 . ~3.22!

Equation~3.20! holds if and only if~3.21! and ~3.22! hold.
Settingc150 in ~3.19! yields

„L01L1~ ib!…a11L1~]!a05b1 .

Typical of two scale expansions, this equation involves coefficientsa0 and a1 of two different
powers ofe. Multiplying by p~b! eliminates thea1 term. This yields

p~b!b15p~b!L1~]!a05p~b!L1~]!p~b!a01p~b!L1~]!„I2p~b!…a0 .

Using ~3.22! gives

p~b!L1~]!p~b!a05p~b!b12p~b!L1~]!Q~b!b0 . ~3.23!

Equation~3.23! yields an initial value problem forp~b! a0 involving the first-order partial differ-
ential operatorp~b!L1~]!p~b!. That this problem is solvable is guaranteed by the following sim
but important Proposition.

Proposition 3.2: If L1(]x) is a symmetric hyperbolic operator and0ÞpPHom~CN! is an
orthogonal projector, thenpL1(]x)p is symmetric hyperbolic operator acting on functions w
values inRangep.

Proof: The coefficient of]j is equal to the restriction ofp Ajp to Rangep which is Hermitian
sinceAj andp are.

The coefficient of]05]t is the restriction ofp A0p to Rangep so is positive definite sinceA0
is. j

Thus, equation~3.23! is a linear symmetric hyperbolic system and so determinesp~b!a0 from
its initial data. Since„I2p~b!…a0 is already known, this completes the determination ofa0. If p~b!
has rank one, thenp~b!L1~]!p~b! is a directional derivative in the direction of a constant coe
cient vector field. Such transport operators also can arise whenp~b! has rank greater than one
Whenp~b!L1~]!p~b! is a directional derivative,p~b!a0 is determined by solving ordinary differ
ential equations along the integral curves of the vector field. The classic example which le
an operator which is not a directional derivative isconical refraction. In Proposition 3.3 we show
that this exceptional behavior occurs only for pointsb where two or more sheets of th
e-characteristic variety intersect.

Example:For the Klein–Gordon operatore2h11, suppose thatb satisfies the dispersion
relationb0

25b1
21•••1bd

211. Then

~e2h11!ue;eib.x/eXe2i S b0] t2(
j50

d

b j] j D a01O~e2!C.
This yields the transport equation

S b0] t2(
j50

d

b j] j D a050.

The amplitudea0 is rigidly transported with velocity given by
J. Math. Phys., Vol. 38, No. 3, March 1997
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1498 P. Donnat and J. Rauch: Dispersive nonlinear geometric optics
vg :5group velocity:5
2~b1 ,...,bd!

b0
.

For comparison, the phase velocity is given by

vf :5phase velocity5
2b0~b1 ,...,bd!

~b1
21•••1bd

2!
.

The appearance of phase velocities which depend onubu is the signature ofdispersion.
The next proposition gives a sufficient condition for the symmetric hyperbolic ope

p~b!L1~b!p~b! to be a simple directional derivative.
Proposition 3.3: Suppose that thee-characteristic variety of L is a graph nea

b5~t,h!PR11d in the sense that forh near h there is a unique point„t~h!,h…P echarnear b.
Thent~h! is a smooth function ofh and if one defines the transport operator at the group veloc
by

V~bI ;]x!:5
]

]t
2(

j50

d
]t~hI !

]h j

]

]yj
:5

]

]t
1vg .]y ,

thenp~b!L1~]!p~b! is the simple directional derivative

p~bI !L1~]x!p~bI !5p~bI !A0p~bI !V~]x!.

Proof: Since

L~ ib!5A0
1/2S i tI1(

j51

d

ih jA0
21/2AjA0

21/21A0
21/2L0A0

21/2DA0
1/2,

the solutionst are the eigenvalues of the Hermitian matrix

H~h!:5A0
21/2S iL 02(

j50

d

h jAj DA0
21/2.

Chooser.0 so that forh nearh there is exactly one eigenvalue in the disk of centerb0 and radius
r . The smoothness oft~h! then follows from the contour integral representation

t~h!5

TraceS 1

2p R
uzu5r

z„zI2H~h!…21 dzD
TraceS 1

2p R
uzu5r

„zI2H~h!…21 dzD .

Differentiate the identityL„i t~h!,ih… p„t~h!,h…50 with respect tohj to find

L„i t~h!,h…
]

]h j
p„t~h!,h…1 i S ]t~h!

]h j
A01Aj Dp„t~h!,h…50.

Multiplying by p„t~h!,h… eliminates the first term to give

p„t~h!,h…S ]t~h!

]h j
A01Aj Dp„t~h!,h…50.
J. Math. Phys., Vol. 38, No. 3, March 1997
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1499P. Donnat and J. Rauch: Dispersive nonlinear geometric optics
Using this for the summands on the right-hand side of the identity

p~b!L1~]x!p~b!5p~b!A0p~b!
]

]t
1(

j51

d

p~b!Ajp~b!
]

]xj

yields the desired relation

p~b!L1~]x!p~b!5p~b!A0p~b!S ]

]t
2(

j50

d
]t~h!

]h j

]

]xj
D . j

Example:For the Lorentz model considerhÞ0 andb5~t,h!Pechar witht 2¹$0,11g%. Thent 2

satisfies~3.13! which has a pair of distinct positive solutions for eachh since

discriminant5~ uhu2111g!224uhu25„uhu21~g21!…22~g21!21~11g!2.0.

Equation~3.15! shows that the graph ofuhu2 as a function oft 2 rises from 0 tò ast 2 increases
from 0 to 1. There are no solutions witht 2 between 1 and 11g. The graph then rises from 0 t
` approaching the lineuhu25t 2 from below ast 2→`. The slope is always positive in fact,

duhu2

dt 2 511
g

~t 221!2
.0.

The group velocity is computed as follows. The chain rule yields

dutu
duhu

5
dutu
dt 2

dt 2

duhu2
duhu2

duhu
5S dt 2

dutu D
21S duhu2

dt 2 D 21

2uhu5
1

2utu S 11
g

~t 221!2D
21

2uhu.

This yields

group velocity:5vg~t,h!52“ht~h!52
h

t S 11
g

~t 221!2D
21

.

The transport operator simplifies a little. Using~2.6! and ~3.14! one shows that

p~t,h!A0p~t,h!5m~t,h!p~t,h!,

where

m~t,h!:5S 11
h2

t 2 1
g~11t 2!

~12t 2!2 D Y S 11
h2

t 2 1
g2~11t 2!

~12t 2!2 D52Yvg•vfS11
h2

t 21
g2~11t 2!

~12t 2!2 D.
It follows that for linear phases the transport equation is simply

~] t1vg .]y!e50

where theb, p, q components ofa0 are computed frome using ~3.13!.

The next Proposition shows that whether or not the operatorpL1~]!p is a simple transport
operator, its sound speeds are always between the smallest and largest sound speedsL1~]!.
Recall that the sound speedsc~h! defined for unit vectorshPRd are the roots of detL1(2c,h)
~see Ref. 26!. Note that only the principal part ofL is involved in this definition, in contrast to th
definition of echar and the group velocities ofL~e]!.

Proposition 3.4: If L1~]! is a symmetric hyperbolic operator andpPHom~CN!\0 is an or-
thogonal projector, then the sound speeds of the symmetric hyperbolic operatorpL1~]!p defined
J. Math. Phys., Vol. 38, No. 3, March 1997
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1500 P. Donnat and J. Rauch: Dispersive nonlinear geometric optics
on Rangep-valued functions lie between the largest and smallest sound speeds of L1~]!. In
particular, when the hypotheses of Proposition 3.3 are satisfied, the group velocities are no
than the largest sound speed of L1.

Proof: The sound speeds ofL1~]! are the eigenvalues of the matrixH:52(h jAj with respect
to the positive matrixA0. They are the critical values of the Rayleigh quotient

^Hv,v&

^A0v,v&
.

The sound speeds of the systempL1~]!p are the critical values of the same function restricted
the subspace Rangep. Therefore they lie between the maximum and minimum of the Rayle
quotient defined on all vectors. These extrema are exactly the largest and smallest speed
original system, which proves the result. j

Even when the hypotheses of Proposition 3.3 are not satisfied, this proposition shows t
domains of influence for the reduced operatorspLp are always contained in the convex doma
of influence ofL1.

Returning to the construction of asymptotic solutions, the coefficientcj with j>2 is given by

cj~x!5„L01L1~ ib!…aj1L1~]!aj212bj . ~3.24!

Oncea0 ,...,aj21 are determined, the coefficientaj is determined from the equationsQ(b)cj50
andp~b!cj1150. The former implies that

„I2p~b!…aj5Q~b!„bj2L1~]!aj21…, ~3.25!

which determines„I2p~b!…aj from terms already known. The latter yields an evolution equa
for p~b!aj ,

p~b!L1~]!p~b!aj52p~b!L1~]!Q~b!„bj2L1~]!aj21…1p~b!bj , ~3.26!

which serves to determinep~b!aj uniquely from its initial values at$t50%. This completes the
determination of the amplitudesaj of the formal asymptotic solution from the initial values
p~b!aj ut50 provided that the constraint~3.21! is satisfied. These computations prove the first t
of the following three fundamental theorems.

Theorem 3.5:Suppose that T.0, that a(e,x) and b(e,x) belong to C`~#0, 1#3@0,T#3Rd!
and have space–time support in ane-independent compact subset of@0,T#3Rd and satisfy

a~e,x!;(
0

`

e jaj~x! and b~e,x!;(
0

`

e jbj~x!, ~3.27!

in the sense that aj and bj belong to C~0!
` ~@0,T#3Rd! and

;aPNd, ;mPN,'C, ;eP]0,1], ;xP@0, T#3Rd:U]xaS a~e,x!2(
j50

m

e jaj~x!DU<Cem11,

~3.28!

with a similar expression for b(e,x). For eP#0, 1# define

ue~x!:5eib.x/ea~e,x!. ~3.29!

Then

L~e]!ue2eib.x/eb~e,x!;0 in C~0!
` ~@0,T#3Rd! ~3.30!
J. Math. Phys., Vol. 38, No. 3, March 1997
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if (3.21)–(3.23) and the sequence of equations (3.25) and (3.26) are satisfied.
Theorem 3.6:Given

gj~y!PC0
`~Rd! and bjPC~0!

` ~@0, T#3Rd!

with supports in a fixed compact set and satisfying

p~b!gj5gj and p~b!b050,

there are uniquely determined functions aj (x)PC(0)
` ([0,T]3Rd! satisfying (3.22) and (3.23), the

sequence of equations (3.25) and (3.26), andthe initial conditions

p~b!aj~0,y!5gj~y!. ~3.31!

Borel’s theorem guarantees that foraj ,bj as in Theorem 3.6, there exista(e,x) andb(e,x) as in
Theorem 3.5, which constructs approximate solutions given by~3.29!.

Theorem 3.7: Suppose that ue is defined as in Theorem 3.5, and th
v(e,x)PC`(]0, 1]3[0,T]3Rd!, with suppv~e, . ! contained in ane-independent compact se
satisfies

L~e]!v~e,x!2eib.x/eb~e,x!;0 and v~e,0,y!2ue~0,y!;0 ~3.32!

in C(0)
` ([0,T]3Rd! and C0

`~Rd!, respectively. Then

v~e,x!2ue~x!;0 in C~0!
` ~@0,T#3Rd!. ~3.33!

An important case is when the right-hand sides of (3.32) and (3.33) vanish in which casev is the
exact solution of the problem to which ue is an approximate solution.

Proof: The differenceue2uexact
e satisfiesL„ue2v(e.x)…5O~e`!. To show that the difference

is small, one needs to estimate how fast solutions ofLu50 can grow.
There is subtlety here because of thee in front of the ]t . Solutions of the equation

(e] t21)u50 are multiples ofet/e so grow very rapidly. If this happened in our problem, the fa
that the residuals areO~e`! would be more than compensated by this exponential explosion.
to avoid this that we assumed the conservation hypothesisL0 1 L0* 5 0. This hypothesis shows tha
*^A0u,u&dx1•••dxd is independent ofx0 for solutions ofLu50.

With this hypothesis, the basic energy identity reads

(
m50

d

e]m^Amu,u&52 Rê L~e]!u,u&.

This implies immediately that for anyT and s there is a constantC so that for all
wPC(0)

` ~@0,T#3Rd!

iwiHs~@0, T#3Rd!<CS iw~0!i uHs~Rd!1
1

e
iL~e]!wiHs~@0, T#3Rd!D . ~3.34!

Following the work of Lax19 on the nondispersive case, apply this estimate to

w:5ue2v~e,x!.

The potentially explosive factor 1/e is absorbed by the infinitely small residuals and one obta

iwiHs~@0,T#3Rd!<C~s,m!em
J. Math. Phys., Vol. 38, No. 3, March 1997
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1502 P. Donnat and J. Rauch: Dispersive nonlinear geometric optics
for all m. Sobolev’s Theorem completes the proof. j

Example:The conservation hypothesis is crucial for Theorem 3.7. Two examples for wh
is not satisfied are the Klein–Gordon operator with negative coefficient

L~e]x!5e2h21

for which the natural conserved energy has indefinite densitye2ut
21e2uy

22u2 and the first order
system analogue

L~e]x!5] t1S 1 0

0 21D ]y1S 0 1

1 0D .
For each of these thee-characteristic equation ist 25h221. For uhu.1 there are nice plane wave
and one can construct approximate solutions

ue5ei ~tt1hy!/e~a0~x!1ea1~x!1••• !, L~e]x!u
e;0

whose profiles are determined by transport equations along group lines whose velocity is gi

vg :52]ht5
2h

~h221!1/2

with uvgu.1. In particular the principal profile is given by the explicit relatio
a0(t,y)5a0(0,y2vgt).

If the initial data for thep~b!aj are supported inuyu,r , then the profiles are supported in th
tubeuy2vgtu,r and the solutionue can also be taken with support in this tube. The sound spe
of the operatorsL are61, so that for alleÞ0

suppve,$uyu<r1utu%.

For utu.2r /(uvgu21) the supports of the exact and approximate solutions are disjoint!
This apparent contradiction is resolved by noting that the analogue of Theorem 3.8 is no

The infinitely small residual cannot be removed. The familyL~e]! is not uniformly stable, so
though the residuals are infinitely small the error is not. The apparently infinitely accurat
proximate solutions are worthless!

C. Nonlinear phases

It is not difficult to extend the analysis to nonlinear phasesf(x) so that the oscillating facto
is equal toeif(x)/e. To do this requires the introduction of a few additional concepts.

The eikonal equation becomes

detL„idf~x!…50. ~3.35!

This asserts that for allx, df(x)Pe char. In the case of the Klein–Gordon equation, the eiko
equation is

f t
25ufyu211. ~3.36!

For the Lorentz model, the interesting oscillations have phases satisfying the eikonal equa

~f t
221!~f t

22ufyu2!1gf t
250. ~3.37!
J. Math. Phys., Vol. 38, No. 3, March 1997
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1503P. Donnat and J. Rauch: Dispersive nonlinear geometric optics
In both cases, given initial valuesf~0,y! with fy(0,yI )Þ0 and a valuef t(0,yI ) satisfying the
equation at~0,yI !, there is a unique smooth local solutionf. To verify this it suffices to show tha
the initial value problem is noncharacteristic. For the Klein–Gordon equation compute

]~f t
22ufyu221!

]f t
52f t562A11ufyu2Þ0.

For the Lorentz model, the noncharacteristic condition is equivalent to the nonvanishing
discriminant computed after Proposition 3.3.

There are several things to notice. First, as is usual in the theory of first order partial d
ential equations, the time derivative must be given at one point. Second, using the determi
~3.35!, the eikonal equation that one finds is

„~f t
221!~f t

22ufyu2!1gf t
2
…

2f t
2~f t

2212g!50. ~3.38!

For this equation, the surface$t50% is characteristic for anyf satisfying~3.33!, because the squar
of the equation appears as a factor.For many problems of mathematical physics, one has ch
acteristics of high multiplicity for which the characteristic equation is reducible, and to cons
solutions of the eikonal equation, one studies the factors and not the expression of th
determinant.
The eikonal equation being nonlinear, solutions are often only locally defined. Thus the co
tations of the previous section must be performed locally.

Eikonal phase hypothesis:V,R11d is open and the phasefPC`~V;R! satisfies the eikona
equation (3.35), has nonvanishing differential, andp„df(x)… is a smooth function onV.

It follows that

Q„df~x!…5~ I2p„df~x!…!~p„df~x!…1L„idf~x!…!21

is also smooth. The analysis for linear phasesb. x, bPechar, extends without substantial mod
fication to the case of nonlinear phases satisfying the above hypothesis. The main difference
the exact and approximate solutions are regarded as functions onV. In the next section, nonlinea
problems with nonlinear phases are considered, and the linear case can be extracted as
case of those computations. In the absence of sources, that is whenb50, the principal profile is
determined from the equations

p„df~x!…L1~]!p„df~x!…a050, p~df~x!!a0~x!5a0~x!. ~3.39!

If for all x, bI :5df(x) satisfies the constant multiplicity hypothesis of Proposition 3.2, then
result implies that the differential operator on the left is equal to

p„df~x!…A0p„df~x!…S ]

]t
2(

j50

d
]t~h!

]h j
U

h5]yf~x!

]

]yj D 1p„df~x!…~L~]x!p„df~x!…!.

~3.40!

The essential part is a variable coefficient vector field

V„df~x!;]x…5] t1vg~df!.]x

which at eachx has speed given by the group velocity associated todf(x).
Equation~3.39! reads

„] t1vg~df!.]y1r~x!…„p~df!A0p~df!a0…50, ~3.41!
J. Math. Phys., Vol. 38, No. 3, March 1997
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1504 P. Donnat and J. Rauch: Dispersive nonlinear geometric optics
wherer(x)PHom„kerL( idf(x)… is defined by

p~df!~~L~]x!p~df~x!!2„V~df;]x!p~df!A0p~df!…!p~df!5r~x!p~df!A0p~df!.
~3.42!

If p has rank one, thenr is scalar valued.
As in the case of nondispersive geometric optics the transport equation~3.41! yields an energy

balance law in tubes of rays. The symmetric part of the operatorr, which yields growth or decay
in the transport, compensates the shrinking or expansion of ray tubes. The analysis is as
nondispersive case presented, for example, in Ref. 25.

IV. APPROXIMATE SOLUTIONS OF SEMILINEAR DISPERSIVE SYSTEMS

A. Equations for the profiles

The first two problems presented by nonlinearity are the creation and interaction of harm
and the fact that the amplitude of the principal term becomes important. With the no
f(x)PC`(V) from the last subsection, we seek approximate solutions

ue5epa0„x,f~x!/e…1h.o.t.,

where a0(x,u) is periodic in u. Fractional values ofp do occur. Taylor expansion ofF(ue)
introduces terms inemp for all mPN.

From the last section we know that the equation of evolution for the coefficient ofen comes
from the en11 term in the expansion ofLue1F(ue). This suggests that the set of exponen
appearing in our ansatz be closed under multiplication by non-negative integers and by add
1. As we will see, the natural indicesp are rational, so that closure under multiplication
integers alone is sufficient.

Seek asymptotic solutions of the form

ue5epa„e,x,f~x!/e…, where a~e,x,u!; (
jPpN

e jaj~x,u!. ~4.1!

and a(e,x,u) and aj (x,u) are smooth functions 2p periodic with respect tou. For simplicity
consider the differential equation without sources, that isb50. This leads to the problem

L~e]x!u
e1F~ue!:5L1~e]x!u

e1L0u
e1F~ue!;0. ~4.2!

Order J hypothesis: The nonlinear term F, is a smooth function of its arguments whose part
derivatives of order less than or equal to J21>1 vanish at the origin. Then the Taylor expansio
at the origin is

F~u!5F~u!1O~ uuuJ11!, ~4.3!

whereF is a homogeneous polynomial in u, uōf degree J>2.
In particular,u50 satisfies the equation 05L(e]x)u1F(u). The functionue defined by~4.1!

is a perturbation of this background state.
Examples:If F is a homogeneous polynomial, thenF5F. For example,F(u)5uuu2u with

J53. The anharmonic oscillator model is an example withJ53. When the hypothesis is satisfie
for J>3, then it is satisfied for all 2<J8,J.

The termL(e])ue is of ordere p while F(ue) is of ordere pJ. The equation of evolution for
a0 comes from thee p11 term inLue1F(ue). We want this equation to involveF. This leads to
the following choice of amplitude.
J. Math. Phys., Vol. 38, No. 3, March 1997
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1505P. Donnat and J. Rauch: Dispersive nonlinear geometric optics
Definition. For nonlinearities satisfying (4.3), the standard normalization is to choose p so
that pJ5p11, that is

p:5
1

J21
.

With this choice,F(ue) is smaller than the other two terms on the left of~4.2!. For this reason the
nonlinearity does not affect the definition of the dispersion relation. The nonlinearity is impo
at the next order which determines the evolution of the principal profile.

Examples:For quadratic nonlinearities,p51, while for cubic nonlinearities,p5 1
2. For the

Klein–Gordon equation,

~e2h11!u1F~e“xu!50,

one has the same rules as for first order dispersive systems, that is for quadratic and cubicF, the
standard normalizations arep51 andp51

2, respectively. -
Compute

L~e]x!u
e5c„e.x,f~x!/e…,

where

c~e,x,u!:5L1~e]x!a1L0a1L1„df~x!…]ua1F~a!.

The strategy is to expand

c~e,x,u!;ep (
jPpN

e j cj~x,u!,

and to choose the coefficientsaj so that all thecj vanish identically.
Setting the coefficientc0 of e p equal to zero yields

05L„df~x!]u…a05„L1„df~x!…]u1L0)a0 . ~4.4!

As in the last section there is a hyperbolic-elliptic dichotomy in the analysis of this equa
Introduce the Fourier series

a0~x,u!5 (
mPZ

a0,m~x!eimu ~4.5!

to find

05L~ imdf!a0,m :5~L1„imdf~x!…1L0!a0,m . ~4.6!

If all the matricesL( imdf) are nonsingular, thea0,m all vanish. On the other hand, if there is a
mÞ0 suchL„imdf(x)… is singular for allx, the corresponding terms lead to propagating os
lations.

There are intermediate cases whereL„imdf(x)… may be singular at some but not allx. The
crucial coherence hypothesis is imposed to avoid these.

Coherence hypothesis: For each mPZ\O, if L „imdf(x)… is singular for one xPV, then it is
singular for all xPV. When L„imdf(x)… is singular, the matrixp„mdf(x)… is assumed to be a
smooth function of x.
J. Math. Phys., Vol. 38, No. 3, March 1997
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The simplest example is whenf(x) is a linear function ofx, in which caseL„imdf(x)… does
not depend onx. The coherence hypothesis says that for the harmonicsmf, the eikonal equation
is either satisfied for allx or for none.

For nondispersive geometric optics, that is problems withL~]! rather thanL~e]!, the eikonal
equation is homogeneous so thatmf is automatically a solution of the eikonal equation for allm.
Thus the analogue of the above hypothesis for single phasenondispersive geometric optics i
automatically satisfied. Coherence hypotheses play a crucial role in nondispersivemultiphase
nonlinear geometric.

The analysis is simplified if there are only a finite number ofm for whichmdf satisfies the
eikonal equation. This is guaranteed by the following hypothesis which is satisfied in a
physical models we have studied.

Strong finiteness hypothesis: L1„idf(x)… is nonsingular for all xPV.
Writing

L„imdf~x!…5mS L1„idf~x!…1
1

m
L0D

shows that there is anm0>0 so thatL„imdf(x)…21 exists for umu>m0 and that uniformly on
compact subsets ofV,

iL„imdf~x!…21i5OS 1mD .
LetM denote the finite set

M:5$mPZ:detL~ imdf!50%.

Example:If f satisfies the eikonal equation~3.19! for the Klein–Gordon equation, then formf,
compute

~mf! t
22u~mf!yu2115~m221!~f t

22ufyu2!512m2.

Thus formÞ61,mf does not satisfy the eikonal equation. In addition, withL2 denoting the part
homogeneous of degree 2,

L2~df!5f t
22ufyu2521

which vanishes nowhere so the strong finiteness hypothesis is satisfied.
Example:Suppose thatf satisfies the eikonal equation~3.37! for the Lorentz model. A

calculation like that in Sec. III shows that

detL1~t,h!5t 8~t 22uhu2!2.

It follows that for such eikonalf.

detL1~df!5
2gf t

8

f t
221

.

Thus if ft¹$0,1%, this is nonsingular. In addition,mf satisfies

„~mf t!
221…„~mf t!

22umfyu2…1g~mf t!
25~m221!„~mf t!

22umfyu2…5
~m221!g~mf t!

2

f t
221

.
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1507P. Donnat and J. Rauch: Dispersive nonlinear geometric optics
So ~3.38! shows that ifft¹$0,1,11g%, thenmf is eikonal only formP$0,1,21%. -
It is rare that nontrivial harmonics satisfy the eikonal equation. In the scientific litera

whenmf is eikonal the phasesf andmf are often said to bephase matched.
Aside:The possibility of an infinity of harmonics which satisfy the eikonal equation can

handled with a suitable small divisor hypothesis. What is needed is that there is a constantC and
an integerM such that

i~L1„imdf~x!…1L0!
21i<C~11umu!M,

for mdf(x)¹echar and also

iQ„mdf~x!…i<C~11umu!M.

We do not pursue this point of view but impose the finiteness hypothesis above. -
In order to treat the dichotomy of propagating versus nonpropagating oscillations, intro

the projection of the Fourier series on the set of harmonics which satisfy the eikonal equa
Definition: When d(x,u) is a 2p periodic function inu, Pd, the projection onechar harmon-

ics, is defined by

Pd:5 (
mPZ

p„mdf~x!… dm~x!eimu. ~4.7!

In addition, Q denotes the partial inverse of L(df]u) defined by

Qd:5 (
mPZ

Q„mdf~x!… dm~x!eimu. ~4.8!

Remarks:~1! In the definition ofP one could have taken the sum only overmPM since for
the otherm, p„mdf(x)…50.

~2! The finiteness assumption shows thatPd is a trigonometric polynomial. That is, it has a
most a finite number of nonvanishing Fourier coefficients each of which is a function ofx. Thus,
Pd is determined by a finite number, of functions ofx. It is useful to think of the image ofP as
consisting of vector valued functions ofx.

~3! The estimate forL( imdf)21 following the strong finiteness hypothesis shows thatQ is a
continuous map ofC`(V3S1) to itself.Q is an operator of order21 in ]u . -

With this definition, Eq.~4.6! is equivalent to

Pa05a0 . ~4.9!

We next find evolution equations which determinePa0 from its initial data. Settingc150 in the
expansion ofc(e,x,u) yields

L„df~x!]u…a11L1~]x!a01F~a0!50. ~4.10!

Multiplying by P, equivalently settingPc150 eliminates thea1 term to yield

PL1~]x!a01PF~a0!50.

Using ~4.9! yields

PL1~]x!Pa01PF~Pa0!50. ~4.11!
J. Math. Phys., Vol. 38, No. 3, March 1997
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1508 P. Donnat and J. Rauch: Dispersive nonlinear geometric optics
The examples in the next subsection and the existence theorem in Sec. IV C show th
nonlinear evolution equation~4.11! determines the finite-dimensional vector-valued funct
a05Pa0 from its initial values, at least locally in time.

Next a linear recurrence to determineaj for j.0 is found. Forj.0, the coefficientcj of e p1 j

is given by

cj5L„df~x!]u…aj1L1~]x!aj211F8~a0!aj211Gj~al, j21!, ~4.12!

where by convention we setak50 whenk,0.
Once theal are known forl, j , ~I2P!aj is determined by settingQcj50 to find

~ I2P!aj52Q„L1~]x!aj211F8~a0!aj211Gj~al, j21!…. ~4.13!

Recall thatj5np andp may be smaller than one. An interesting special case is the range 0<j,1
where the source terms withl< j21 all vanish to give

Paj5aj for 0< j,1.

The equationPcj1150 is used to determine the propagating partPaj of aj . One has

PL1~]x!Paj1PF8~a0!aj52P„Gj~al, j !1L1~]x!~ I2P!aj… ~4.14!

where the right-hand side is known from~4.13! and the inductive hypothesis. Forj>1, this yields
a finite set of coupledlinear hyperbolic equations which determinePaj from their initial data.

Example:In the range 0,j,1, the equation is the linear equation

PL1~]x!Paj1PF8~a0!aj2150 for 0, j,1.

Thus if the initial values of these profiles vanish, the profiles vanish for all time. In this cas
first profile after the principal profilea0 is the profilea1. This yields an interesting class o
expansions of type~4.1! where the elements ofpN between 0 and 1 are absent. -

Theorem 4.1:Suppose thatV,R11d is an open set and the phasefPC`~V;R! satisfies the
coherence and strong finiteness hypotheses, and that

ue5epa~e,x,f~x!/e! with a~e,x,u!; (
jPpN

e jaj~x,u!

in C`(V3S1). Then

L~e]!ue1F~ue!;0 in C`~V!

if (4.7), (4.9), (4.11), and the infinite sequence of relations (4.13) and (4.14) are satisfied.

B. Examples

1. The nonlinear Klein –Gordon equation

The equation is

e2hu1u1F~e“xu!50, ~4.15!

where the Taylor expansion ofF5F(u)1h.o.t begins with nonzero terms homogeneous of deg
J. The ansatzfor the real scalar-valuedue is given by ~4.1! with p51/(J21). One constructs
solutions with residualO~e`!. The term of ordere p yields the eikonal equation~3.36!. As already
verified the strong finiteness and coherence hypotheses are automatic and the only eikon
monics are those withm561. Reality implies thata0,1(x)5ā0,21(x):5a(x) and then
J. Math. Phys., Vol. 38, No. 3, March 1997
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1509P. Donnat and J. Rauch: Dispersive nonlinear geometric optics
ue;epa0~x,f~x!/e!1h.o.t., with a0~x,u!5a~x!eiu1ā~x!e2 iu.

The projectionP selects the Fourier components61 that is

P( dm~x!eimu5d1~x!eiu1d21~x!e2 iu.

The analogue of Eq.~4.11! shows that the principal amplitude is determined from its initial data
the transport equation

2S f t] t2]yf,¹y1
hf

2 D ]ua01F„df~x!]ua0~x,u!…50. ~4.16!

The nonlinear term is equal to

F~df]ua0!5F~df!P„~ iaeiu2 i āe2 iu!J…. ~4.17!

Even J: If J is even, there are no terms ine6 iu so the projection is equal to zero. In this ca
the transport equation is linear. The nonlinear term does not affect the leading term in the a
totic expansion.

Odd J: If J52m11 is odd, then one generates aneiu term on choosingm11 factorsiaeiu

andm factors2i āe2u. Reasoning similarly for the coefficient ofe2 iu shows that

P„~ iaeiu2 i āe2 iu!J…5
J!

m! ~m11!!
~ iauauJ21eiu2 i āuauJ21e2 iu!. ~4.18!

Thus the transport equation fora0 is equivalent to the transport equation

2S f t] t2]yf.¹y1
hf

2 Da1
J!F„df~x!…

~m! !~m11!!
auauJ2150. ~4.19!

This is an explicitly solvable nonlinear ordinary differential equation along the integral curv
the vector field appearing on the left. As a special case considerF~“u!5ut

3 and linear phase
f5tt1y.h satisfying the eikonal equationt 25uhu211. The equation fora is the dissipative cubic
transport

~t] t2h.]y!a1
3t 3

2
auau250. ~4.20!

A second example is the phasef(t,y):5&t1uyu21 which satisfies the eikonal equation aw
from y50. The group velocities are equal to 1/&,1. If initial data for the amplitudesaj vanish on
uyu<1, then, for the dissipative nonlinearityut

3, the transport equations for theaj are solvable for
0<t,&. In this way one can construct infinitely accurate approximate solutions in@0,&@3Rd

which correspond to waves surrounding and approaching the origin, a point where the phas
defined.

2. Small amplitudes

If the system~4.2! has nonlinearity of orderJ>3 in the sense of~4.3! and 2<J8,J, then the
hypotheses are satisfied forJ8 and one can construct approximate solutions with the stan
normalization forJ8, that is, of the form~4.1! for p8:51/(J821).p. These solutions are smalle
in amplitude than the standard scaling forJ and the equation defining the principal profilea0 is
linear.
J. Math. Phys., Vol. 38, No. 3, March 1997
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3. The anharmonic oscillator model

Suppose thatt¹$0,61% satisfies thee-characteristic equation~3.13!. Equations~3.14! show
that the orthogonal projector onto the kernel ofL( i t,ih) satisfies forv'h,

p~t,h!~0,0,0,v!5
i t

12t 2S 11
h2

t 2 1
g2~11t 2!

~12t 2!2 D 21S v, 2h`v

t
,

gv

12t 2 ,
i tg

12t 2 vD .
~4.21!

If f satisfies the eikonal equation~3.37!, thenmf is eikonal only formP$0,61% and the coher-
ence and strong finiteness hypotheses are satisfied. The operatorP is then defined using thre
spectral projectors, those on kerL(6df) and kerL0. The first two kernels are described by~4.21!
with ~t,h!5df. kerL0 is the set of vectors satisfyingQ5P2gE50, so kerL05$(E,B,gE,0)%
and

p~0!~E,B,P,Q!5~0,B,0,0!1
1

11g2 ~E1gP,0,gE1g2P,0!. ~4.22!

The principal profile has the form

a0~x,u!5a1~x!eiu1a0~x!1a2~x!e2 iu, ~4.23!

where the polarization~4.8! holds exactly when

p„6df~x!…a6~x!5a6 and p~0!a0~x!5a0~x!. ~4.24!

Reality requires

a75ā6 and a05ā0 . ~4.25!

Introduce components

a6 :5~E6 ,B6 ,P6 ,Q6!, a0 :5~E0 ,B0 ,P05gE0 ,Q050!. ~4.26!

The evolution equation for the profile involves

F~u!5~0,0,0,auPu2P!. ~4.27!

The first important observation is thatp~0!F(u)50, so the equation of evolution fora0 is

p~0!L1~]!a0~x!50. ~4.28!

Note in particular thata050 is a solution. This special case is examined in more detail belo
Equation~4.22! shows that Eq.~4.28! holds if and only if the second component and the s

of the first plusg times the third component of

L1~]!A05~] tE02curl B0 ,] tB01curl E0 ,P0 ,Q0!

vanish. Using~4.22! and the relationP05gE0 from ~4.24! shows that when~4.24! holds,~4.28! is
equivalent to the modified Maxwell equations

] tB01curl E050, ~11g2!] tE02curl B050. ~4.29!

Turn next to the determination ofa6 . Oncea0 is determined, the amplitudea1 is determined from
the evolution equation
J. Math. Phys., Vol. 38, No. 3, March 1997
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1511P. Donnat and J. Rauch: Dispersive nonlinear geometric optics
„] t1vg .]y1r~x!…~p1A0a1!1p1F~a1e
iu1a01ā1e

2 iu!50. ~4.30!

The nonlinear term from~4.27! is a times

uPu2P5P.P̄P5~P1e
iu1P01 P̄1e

2 iu!.~P1e
iu1P01 P̄1e

2 iu!~P1e
iu1P01 P̄1e

2 iu!,

where the dot product is that without complex conjugates. The operatorp1 picks out the terms in
eiu and multiplies them byp~t,h!, with ~t,h!5df. There are six terms with the right exponen
Three of them have two factorseiu and one factore2 iu, while the other three have twoP0’s and
oneeiu.

For simplicity we treat only the casea050. The terms ineiu are then

2P1 .P̄1P11P1 .P1P̄152uP1u2P11P1 .P1P̄1 .

The polarization from~4.20! and ~4.24! shows that

P15
g

12~] tf!2
E1 .

Thus,

p1F~a!5aS g

12~] tf!2D
3

p1~df!~0,0,0,2uE1u2E11E1 .E1Ē1!. ~4.31!

Equation ~4.21! can be used to compute the action of the projectionp(df). Equating theE
components on the two sides of~4.30! and using the formula before Proposition 3.4 yields
cubic transport equation

05
1

ia
„] t1vg .]y1r~x!…~m~df!E1!1c~df!~2uE1u2E11~E1 .E1!Ē1!, ~4.32!

where

c~df!:5S g

12~] tf!2D
3S ] tf

12~] tf!2D S 11
u]yfu2

~] tf!2
1

g2
„~11] tf!2…

„12~] tf!2…2 D 21

.

Note that the denominators ofm(df) andc(df) are identical, which yields a significant simpl
fication for linear phases. The other components ofa1 can be found fromE1 using the polariza-
tion ~4.20!. The cubic ordinary differential equation~4.32! is explicitly solvable~see Ref. 27, pp.
51–53!. Taking the imaginary part of the scalar product withĒ1 yields

„] t1vg .]y1Re r~x!…„m~df!uE1u2…50, ~4.33!

which is the natural conservation of energy.

C. Solvability of the profile equations

In all the examples of the previous sections, the equations determining the profiles, thou
exactly easy to find, were easy to solve once found. Even more, the nonlinear evolution equ
for the principal profiles were globally solvable when the phases were linear. With this exper
the next result guaranteeing local existence and uniqueness of the infinite family of profiles s
not be surprising.

A key ingredient is solving initial value problems forPL1(]x)P. The operatorPL1(]x)P
maps trigonometric polynomials
J. Math. Phys., Vol. 38, No. 3, March 1997
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1512 P. Donnat and J. Rauch: Dispersive nonlinear geometric optics
(
mPM

am~x!eimu, p~mdf!am5am

to themselves. To such a polynomial associate the finite set of coefficient functionsam with
mPM. ThenPL1(]x)P acts as

diag$p~mdf!L1~]!p~mdf! : mPM%.

The next hypothesis is crucial for the solvability of initial value problems.
Determinacy hypothesis: T1.0 andVù~@0,T1#3Rd! is a domain of determinacy for each o

the symmetric hyperbolic operatorsp(mdf)L1(]x)p(mdf), mPM.
Example:It is often the case that each of the operatorsp(mdf)L1(]x)p(mdf) is a transport

operator in which case the hypothesis asserts that every backward group velocity ray from
in Vù~@0,T1#3Rd! reachest50 without leavingVù~@0,T1#3Rd!.

Theorem 4.2: Suppose that the phasefPC`~V! and T1.0 satisfy the coherence, stron
finiteness, and determinacy hypothesis. In addition, for0<jPpN suppose given

gj~y,u!PC0
`~Rd3S1!, suppg,~Vù$t50%!3S1 with Pgj5gj .

Then there is a TP]0,T1] and a unique solution a0PC`((Vù$0<t<T%)3S1) of (4.8) and
(4.11) such thatPa0(0,y)5g0(y).

Moreover for j.0, the infinite sequence of equations~4.13! and ~4.14! uniquely determine
functions ajPC`

„(Vù$0<t<T%)3S1… satisfying the initial conditionPaj (0,y)5gj .
Proof: The polarization~4.9! implies that

a05Pa05 (
mPM

am~x!eimu, p„mdf~x!…am5am . ~4.34!

The unknown is the finite set of functionsam(x),mPM, satisfyingp„mdf(x)…am5am . Thusa0
is a section of a finite-dimensional vector subbundle of%mPMCN. The fiber changes from poin
to point because of the projectionp„mdf(x)….

In Eq. ~4.11! expand

PFS (
mPM

am~x!eimf~x!D 5 (
mPM

cm~x,$am~x!%!eimf~x!,

where the value ofcm at x is a polynomial of orderJ in the values$am(x)%. Thecm are smooth
in x and satisfy

p~mdf~x!!cm~x,.!5cm~x,.!.

The equations fora0 takes the form of #M coupled equations

p~mdf!L1~]x!p~mdf!am1cm~x,$am~x!%!50. ~4.35!

Proposition 3.2 shows that~4.35! is a semilinear symmetric hyperbolic system for the functionsam
which take values in kerL„imdf(x)…. Thanks to the domain of determinacy hypothesis, lo
existence and uniqueness is a consequence of classical results for semilinear hyperbolic s

The recurrence for the succeeding profiles leads to algebraic equations for~I2P!aj and linear
hyperbolic systems, with the same principal part as in~4.35!, for Paj . The sources in those
systems are given in terms of already determined quantities. Again existence and uniquen
classical. -
J. Math. Phys., Vol. 38, No. 3, March 1997
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1513P. Donnat and J. Rauch: Dispersive nonlinear geometric optics
Remark:This existence theorem is simpler than those required for nondispersive sy
where the unknowns are functions ofx and one or more auxiliary variables. In the present case
dependence on the auxiliary variableu simplifies thanks to the strong finiteness assumption.

V. APPROXIMATE SOLUTIONS OF QUASILINEAR DISPERSIVE SYSTEMS

Suppose that

L~u,]!:5(
j50

d

Am~u!
]

]xm
~5.1!

is a quasilinear symmetric hyperbolic operator nearu50 in the sense that the coefficientsAm are
smooth Hermitian symmetric functions of their arguments on a neighborhood of 0. The v
valued unknown may be either real or complex valuedu. Correspondingly the coefficients need
be defined on neighborhoods inRN or CN.

Seek approximate solutionsue to the quasilinear dispersive hyperbolic problem

L~ue,e]!ue1L0u
e1F~ue!50.

The approximate solutions have the form

ue~x!5epa~e,x,f~x!/e! with a~e,x,u!

smooth and periodic inu.
Order J hypothesis: The nonlinear functions F and Am are smooth on a neighborhood of 0

and the nonlinear terms are of order J>2 in the sense that

uau<J22⇒]u, ū
a L„0,df~x!…50 and ubu<J21⇒]u, ū

b F~0!50. ~5.2!

The Taylor polynomial of order J of F at the origin is denotedF(u) as in (4.3), while for L we
write

Am~u!2Am~0!5Lm~u!1O~ uuuJ!, L~u,j!:5 (
m50

d

Lm~u!jm ,

where theLm are polynomials homogeneous of degree J21.
The reason for the discrepancy in the orders is because the coefficientsA appear in expres-

sionsA(u)e]u so the order of the nonlinearity is one higher than the order of the zero ofA.
The critical exponent isp51/(J21), in which case the nonlinear terms fromF and from

L(u,e])u are bothO(ep11). As in Sec. IV, theansatz~4.1! is in powerse j with jPpN.
Hypothesis: Suppose thatfPC`~V;R! satisfies the eikonal equation with respect to the line

dispersive operator L~0,e]!, and that the coherence, strong finiteness, and domain of depend
hypotheses are satisfied. The projectorP and partial inverseQ are defined as in Secs. III and IV
using the lineare-differential operator, L~0,e]!.

Example:The instantaneous nonlinear polarization from Sec. II C is an example withJ53.
Direct computation shows that

L~ue,e]!ue1L0u
e1F~ue!5c„e,x,xdf~x!/e…, c~e,x,u!;ep (

jPpN
e j cj~x,u!. ~5.3!

The strategy is to choose theaj so thatcj50 for all j . For j,0, defineaj :50. Setting the
coefficientcj50 for 0<j,1 yields
J. Math. Phys., Vol. 38, No. 3, March 1997
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05cj5L~0, df~x!]u!aj . ~5.4!

This is equivalent to

Paj5aj for 0< j,1. ~5.5!

The main change with respect to the semilinear case occurs in the coefficientc1. The new
O(ep11) quasilinear term is

(
m50

d

Lm~a0!
]f

]xm
]ua05L~a0 ,df!]ua0 . ~5.6!

With this notation, settingc1 equal to zero yields

05c15L~0,df]u!a11L1~0,]!a01L~a0 ,df!]ua01gF~a0!. ~5.7!

Multiplying by P eliminates thea1 term and yields the evolution equation forP a0

05PL1~0,]!Pa01L~a0 ,df!]ua01F~a0!. ~5.8!

Here there is an important remark. Equation~5.8! looks like it is a quasilinear differential equatio
in ~x,u! becauseL is homogeneous of degreeJ21 in a0. It would be quasilinear in the nondis
persive case.10–13However, with the finite setM one has

a0~x,u!5 (
mPM

am~x!eimu. ~5.9!

As in Sec. IV C, binomial-type expansion defines interaction coefficientscm„x,$am(x)%… by

P„L~a0 ,df!]ua01F~a0!…5 (
mPM

cm~x,$am~x!%!eimf/e, p~mdf!cm5cm . ~5.10!

Herecm is a polynomial of degreeJ in $am(x)% with coefficients depending smoothly onx. With
the above notation, Eq.~5.8! becomes

p„mdf~x!…L1~0,]x!p„mdf~x!…am1cm„x,$am~x!%…50. ~5.11!

This is identical in form to~4.35!. Only the interaction coefficientscm have changed.The seem-
ingly quasilinear term contributes semilinear terms like those from F.

Multiplying Eq. ~5.7! by Q yields an expression for~I2P!a1 in terms ofa0.
For j>2, setting the coefficientscj equal to zero yields equations of the form

L~0,df]u!aj1F8~a0!aj211L~a0 ,df!]uaj211Lu8~a0 ,df!~aj21!]ua05Gj~ak, j21!.
~5.12!

The expressionG involves derivatives of the functionsam even though that is not explicitly
indicated.

Multiplying ~5.12! by Q yields

~ I2P!aj5Gj~ak< j21!. ~5.13!

This done, multiplying the casej11 of ~5.12! by P yields alinear evolution equation
J. Math. Phys., Vol. 38, No. 3, March 1997
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1515P. Donnat and J. Rauch: Dispersive nonlinear geometric optics
PL1~0,]!Paj1P$F8~a0!aj211L~a0 ,df!]uaj211Lu8~a0 ,df!~aj21!]ua0%5PGj~ak, j21!,
~5.14!

which determinesPaj from its initial values. Note that acting on our trigonometric polynomia
the operator]u is bounded.

These computations are summarized by the quasilinear versions of Theorems 4.1 and
Theorem 5.1: If the eikonal, coherence, and strong finiteness hypotheses are satisfied ae

is given by (4.1) with p51/(J21), then

L~ue,e]!~ue!1F~ue!;O in C`~V! ~5.15!

if ~5.5! and ~5.8!, and the infinite sequence of equations (5.13) and (5.14) are satisfied.
Theorem 5.2:Suppose in addition that the domain of dependence hypothesis is satisfie

T1.0 and for j>0

gj~y,u!PC0
`~Rd3S1!, suppg,~Vù$t50%!3S1 and Pgj5gj .

Then there is a TP]0,T1] and a unique solution a0PC(0)
` ((Vù$0<t<T%)3S1) of ~5.5! and

~5.8! such that Pa0(0,y)5g0(y). With this T, there are unique functions
ajPC(0)

`
„~Vù$0<t<T%)3S1… satisfying the initial conditionsPaj (0,y)5gj (y) and the infinite

sequence of equations (5.13) and (5.14).
Example:The instantaneous nonlinear response model yields cubic transport equations

rays moving with the group velocity. The resulting nonlinear ordinary differential equations
explicitly solvable and yield the standard expressions forself-phase modulationin nonlinear
optics. The computations resemble those for the Lorentz model in Sec. IV B 3 and are om
They can be found in Ref. 27.

VI. STABILITY OF THE APPROXIMATE SOLUTIONS

In Secs. IV and V, infinitely accurate approximate solutions of nonlinear wave equations
constructed. They are accurate in the limit of wavelengthe tending to zero. The approximat
solutions have residuals each of whose derivatives converges to zero more rapidly than any
of e. In this sense they are in fact very accurate. Nevertheless it remains to show that the
solutions of the exact equations which are close to the approximate solutions. This is a s
result which asserts that removing the infinitely small residual does not perturb the solution
The approximate solutions of Secs. IV and V are thereby shown to be asymptotic to
solutions.

The results of this section are closely related to and were inspired by the important st
results of O. Gues.17,18 They differ in two essential ways. First the underlying equation is
operator ine] which makes the problem a little more sensitive. This potential instability is c
pensated by the conservation hypothesis at the beginning of Sec. III. If the background op
were not conservative~or more generally dissipative!, the errors could be amplified by factors
the formet/e which would overwhelm the residuals of ordere`.

In addition to the conservation hypothesis which is essential, we also assume more reg
of the approximate solutionsue than does Gues. Roughly where he assumesL2 bounds on the
derivativese] we assumeL` bounds. The reason for our choice is that in practice one usu
controls very well the approximate solutions so that one has such sup norm bounds, for ex
in the constructions of Secs. IV and V. Second, this allows a simplification of the proof as
remarked in Ref. 27. Theorems withL2 hypotheses like those of Gues are also valid in
dispersive setting.

Consider the quasilinear operator

L~u,e]!u1F~u!
J. Math. Phys., Vol. 38, No. 3, March 1997
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1516 P. Donnat and J. Rauch: Dispersive nonlinear geometric optics
whose nonlinear terms are of orderJ nearu50 in the sense that the following strengthening
~5.2! is satisfied.

uau<J22⇒]u, ū
a Am~0!50 and ubu<J21⇒]u, ū

b F~0!50. ~6.1!

This is equivalent to supposing~5.2! is valid for all phases.
Suppose that the familyuePC~0!

` ~@0,T#3Rd! satisfies

L~ue,]!ue1F~ue!5r e ~6.2!

with residualsr e;0 in the sense that they are supported in a compact subset of@0,T#3Rd

independent ofe and for alla andn

lim
e→0

e2ni]x
ar eiL`~@0, T#3Rd!50. ~6.3!

The goal is to compareue to solutionsve of the initial value problem

L~ve,]!ve1F~ve!5he, ve~0,y!5ue~0,y!1ge~y!, ~6.4!

where

he;0 in C~0!
` ~@0, T#3Rd! and ge;0 in C~0!

` ~Rd!. ~6.5!

The case ofhe50 and ge50 is especially interesting but no easier than~6.5!. The standard
existence theorem for quasilinear hyperbolic equations with smooth coefficients and data i
the existence and unicity of a regular solutionve on @0,Te@3Rd for a possibly small positiveTe .
The goal is to prove that this time of existence is greater than or equal toT, and thatve2ue;0 on
@0,T#3Rd. Since theHs norms of the data explode as soon ass.p, the standard local existenc
theorems yield a domain of existence which shrinks toward$t50% whene→0.

In Secs. IV and V, approximate solutions were constructed with the formepa„e,x,f(x)/e…
where the profile or envelopea is smooth and periodic inu. Here p51/(J21) is the critical
exponent. These are special examples of~6.2! and ~6.3!. With the above notation the statemen
for the quasilinear and semilinear cases are identical.

Theorem 6.1:Suppose that p51/(J21), ue5epUe satisfies (6.2), (6.3) and for alla

sup
0,e,1

i~e]x!
aUeiL`~@0, T#3Rd!,` and sup

0,e,1
0<t<T

i~e]x!
aUe~ t !iL2~Rd!,`. ~6.6!

Then there is ane0P#0,1@ so that for e,e0 the solutionve to (6.4) exists and is smooth o
@0,T#3Rd and in addition

ve;ue in C~0!
` ~@0, T#3Rd!. ~6.7!

Note that the family of approximate solutions$ue% is not bounded inHs as soon ass.p. The fact
that the approximate solutions are large in these norms is the source of the difficulty.

Proof: The proof in the semilinear case, that is when the coefficients ofL do not depend on
u, contains the main ideas and is somewhat simpler. For that reason we present first the p
the semilinear case, and then present the quasilinear case.

Step 1. Taylor expansion absorbs the critical exponent:DefineVe, We, andwe by

ve5epVe, we5ve2ue, and We5Ve2Ue. ~6.8!
J. Math. Phys., Vol. 38, No. 3, March 1997
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The large letter ise p times the small. The equation forve is equivalent to the following initial
value problem forWe,

L~e]!epWe1F~epUe1epWe!2F~epUe!5he2r e, We~0,y!5e2pge. ~6.9!

The right-hand sides are;0.
Write

F~u1w!2F~u!5G~u,w!w, G~u,w!w:5E
0

1

Fu~u1sw!ds.

ThenG(u,w) is a smooth matrix valued function whose derivatives of order<J22 vanish at the
origin. Taylor’s theorem yields

G~z!5E
0

1 ~12s! j22

~ j22!! S ddsD
j21

G~sz!ds5E
0

1 ~12s! j22

~ j22!!
„~z•]z!

j21G…~sz!ds.

The factorsz on the right show that each element of the matrixG is the product of a polynomia
homogeneous of degreeJ21 with a smooth function ofu,w. Therefore

F~epUe1epWe!2F~epUe!5epJH~e,Ue,We!We, ~6.10!

whereH is a smooth matrix-valued function of its arguments.
Plug this into~6.9! and divide byep115epJ to find the singular system

S L1~]x!1
1

e
L0DWe1H~e,Ue,We!We5

he2r e

epJ
. ~6.11!

Step 2: He
s estimates for the singular linear operator.Though theL0 term in ~6.11! has a

coefficient which explodes, the matrixL0 is antisymmetric so this term does not lead to explos
of L2 norms. Also the division of the term on the right bye pJ is not dangerous sincehe2r e;0.
It remains to avoid the difficulties posed by the fact that the derivatives ofUe are large. This
prevents one from simply differentiating the equation~6.11!. The remedy is to apply derivativese]
and use~6.6!.

The first remark in the previous paragraph shows that there is aC.0 so that for all 0<t, 0,e
and allwPC~0!

` ~@0,t#3Rd!

iw~ t !iL2~Rd!<CXiw~0!iL2~Rd!1E
0

t I S L1~]!1
1

e
L0Dw~s!I

L2~Rd!

dsC. ~6.13!

For integers>0 define a family of norms each equivalent to the norm inHs~Rd! by

iwiH
e
s~Rd!

2
:5 (

uau<s
i~e]y!

awiL2~Rd!

2 . ~6.14!

Commuting with the operatorse]y shows that with the same constant as in~6.13! one has

iw~ t !iH
e
s~Rd!<CXiw~0!iH

e
s~Rd!1E

0

t I S L1~]!1
1

e
L0Dw~s!I

H
e
s~Rd!

dsC. ~6.15!

For s.d/2, a straightforward scaling yields the Sobolev estimate,
J. Math. Phys., Vol. 38, No. 3, March 1997
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iwiL`~Rd!<C~s!e2d/2iwiH
e
s~Rd! . ~6.16!

Step 3. Estimate for the nonlinear term:The remaining key ingredient in the proof is the followin
estimate for the nonlinear term.

Lemma 6.2: Suppose that UePC(0)
` ~@0,T#3Rd! satisfies (6.6). Then there is a consta

C5C(s,Ue) so that for allsP@0,T#, eP#0,1#, and WPHs~Rd! satisfying

iWiL`~Rd!<1, ~6.17!

one has

iH~e,Ue,W!WiH
e
s~Rd!<CiWiH

e
s~Rd! . ~6.18!

Proof of Lemma:With uau<s, Leibniz’s rule shows that (e]y)
a$H(e,Ue,W)W% is a finite sum

of terms of the form

Hd~e,Ue,W!)
j

~e]y!
b jUe)

k
~e]y!

gkW, ( b j1( gk5a, ~6.19!

where there is always at least onegk . Assumptions~6.6! and~6.17! guarantee that all the factor
except the derivatives ofw are bounded. To estimate the product of the derivatives ofW, use the
following result.

Gagliardo–Nirenberge-inequalities: If WPHr~Rd)ùL`~Rd! and0,uau,r , then

]y
aWPL2r /uau~Rd!.

Moreover, there is a constant C5C(uau,s,d) so that for alleP#0,`@,

i~e]y!
aWiL2r /uau~Rd!<CiWiL`~Rd!

12uau/r S (
ubu5r

i~e]y!
bWiL2~Rd!D uau/r

. ~6.20!

Proof of Gagliardo–Nirenberge-inequality:The inequality is classical fore51. Applying that
inequality toV(x):5W(ex) proves~6.20!. -

Let r :5(ugku<s. The Gagliardo–Nirenberg inequalities imply that

i~e]y!
gkWiL2r /ugku<CiWi

H
e
s~Rd!

ugku/r . ~6.21!

Hölder’s inequality shows that

I)
k

~e]y!
gkWI

L2~Rd!

<CiWiH
e
s~Rd! ,

and the proof of the Lemma is complete. -
Step 4. End of semilinear proof:We proceed to estimateWe for 0 < t < T* (e) < T where

T* ~e!:5sup$tP@0,T#:iWeiL`~@0, t#3Rd!<1%.

SinceWe~0,.!;0 in C0
`~Rd! one can choosee1.0 so that

e,e1⇒iWe~0!iL`~Rd!,1.

ThenT* (e) . 0 for e,e1.
For 0< t < T* the basic energy inequality implies that
J. Math. Phys., Vol. 38, No. 3, March 1997
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iWe~ t !iH
e
s<CS iWe~0!iH

e
s1E

0

t IH„e,Ue~ t !,We~ t !…We~ t !2
he~ t !2r e~ t !

ep I
H

e
s
dtD .

Using the Lemma and~6.5! yields for alln

iWe~ t !iH
e
s<C~s,n!S en1E

0

t

(iWe~ t !iH
e
s1en)dtD .

Gronwall’s inequality implies

iWe~ t !iH
e
s<C~s,n,T!en. ~6.22!

First takes5n.d/2 and choosee0<e1 so that~6.22! in concert with Sobolev’s inequality~6.16!
implies thatiWe(t)iL`(Rd) < 1

2. It then follows that fore<e0,T* (e) 5 T which proves thatve exists
for 0<t<T and that inequality~6.22! holds throughout this region.

This done, chooses.d/21uau Then Sobolev’s inequality implies

i]y
aWe~ t !iL`~Rd!<C~s!e2d/2i]y

aWe~ t !iH
e
s~Rd!

<C~s!e2uau2d/2iWeiH
e
s1uau~Rd!<C~s,n,T!en2d/22uau.

Since this is true for alln, this shows that all they derivatives ofWe areO~e`!.
To obtain the same result for the time derivatives ofWe it suffices to use the differentia

equation to express these derivatives in terms ofy derivatives. This shows that all derivatives
We areO~e`! in sup norm, and therefore the proof in the semilinear case is complete.

Step 5. Taylor’s theorem and the quasilinear terms:In the quasilinear case, the initial valu
problem forve is equivalent to the following initial value problem forWe:

L~epUe1epWe,e]!epWe1F~epUe1epWe!2F~epUe!1„L~epUe1epWe,e]!

2L~epUe,e]!…epUe5he2r e, ~6.23!

We~0,y!5e2pge;0. ~6.24!

The coefficients in the last difference on the left of~6.23! are of the form

Am~epUe1epWe!2Am~epUe!

whereAm vanishes to orderJ21 at the origin. The Taylor theorem argument ofstep 1shows this
difference is of the form

ep~J21!Hm~e,Ue,We!We.

Thus the last difference on the right has the form

(
m

ep~J21!Hm~e,Ue,We!Wee]mepUe:5epJH~e,Ue,e]Ue,We!We.

This yields the equation

S L1~ve,]!1
1

e
L0DWe1H~e,Ue,e]Ue,We!We;0. ~6.25!
J. Math. Phys., Vol. 38, No. 3, March 1997
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1520 P. Donnat and J. Rauch: Dispersive nonlinear geometric optics
Step 6. He
s estimates in the quasilinear case:This is the part of the quasilinear argument whi

really requires more work than the semilinear case. The problem is that the linear operato

L~e,x,]!:5L1„v
e~x!,]…1

1

e
L0

in ~6.25! has variable coefficients.Am~e,x):5Am„v
e(x)….

The first step is to remark that it is the Lipshitz norm of the coefficients which is impor
This is a consequence of the classical energy identity

] tE
Rd

^u~ t !,A0u~ t !&dy52 ReE
R

d

^u~ t !,Lu~ t !&dy1E
Rd
K u~ t !,S ( ]Am

]xm
Du~ t !L dy.

~6.26!

The coefficients ofL are of the formA(epVe). Hypothesis~6.1! shows that this coefficient is o
the form

A~0!1ep~J21!H~e,Ve!. ~6.27!

Recall thatp(J21)51, so the derivates of such an expression are sums of terms of the for

~]H !~e,Ve!e]Ve.

Therefore, the sup norm of the derivatives of the coefficients is bounded by the sup normVe

and thee] derivative ofVe, that is

I S (
m50

d
]Am

]xm
D I

L`~@0, T#3Rd!

<CS iVeiL`~@0, T#3Rd!1(
m

ie]mV
eiL`~@0, T#3Rd!D . ~6.28!

This suggests the introduction of the following definition.
Definition: On

VT :5@0, T#3Rd,

the family of norms, each equivalent to the Lipshitz norm, is defined by

iViLipe~VT! :5iViL`~VT!1 sup
0<m<d

ie]mViL`~VT! .

The preceding computations prove the following basicL2 estimate.
Proposition 6.3: For any K,T.0 so that L is symmetric hyperbolic onuuu<K, there is a

constant C5C(K,L) so that if T.0 and ve5epVePC(0)
` (VT) satisfies

iVeiLipe~VT!<K,

then for all0<t<T, 0,e,` and WPC(0)
` (V t),

iW~ t !iL2~Rd!<CXiW~0!iL2~Rd!1E
0

t I S L1~ve,]!1
1

e
L0DW~s!I

L2~Rd!

dsC. ~6.29!

This estimate is used forW:5(e])aWe in which case the right-hand side is estimated as follo
Define
J. Math. Phys., Vol. 38, No. 3, March 1997
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T* ~e!:5sup$tP@0, T#:iWeiLipe~V t!
<1%. ~6.30!

Lemma 6.4: With the shorthand Z:5e]y , if uau<sPN, there is a constant C5C(s,Ue) so that
if 0,t<T

*
(e), then

I S L1~ve,]!1
1

e
L0DZaWe~ t !I

H
e
s~Rd!

<CiWe~ t !iH
e
s~Rd!1O~e`!. ~6.31!

Proof of Lemma 6.4:Apply Za to ~6.25!. Expand theZaH term using Leibniz’s rule and then
use thee-Gagliardo–Nirenberg estimates as in the proof of Lemma 6.2 to show that

iZa$H~e,Ue,e]Ue,We!We%iL2~Rd!<CiWe~ t !iH
e
s~Rd! . ~6.32!

To prove Lemma 6.4 it suffices to prove the following commutator estimate:

I FL1~ve,]!1
1

e
L0 , Z

aGWeI
L2~Rd!

<CiWeiH
e
s~Rd! . ~6.33!

The commutators withL0 and with Am~0!]m vanish identically. Using~6.27! and p(J21)51
shows that what remains to be estimated is [Za, H(e,Ue1We)e]m]W

e. Leibniz’s rule shows that
this is equal to a sum of terms of the form

G~e,Ue,Ve!S)
j
Za jUeD S)

k
ZbkWeDZge]mW

e, g1( a j1( bk5a, ugu,s.

~6.34!

Note that there ares11 derivatives in total. TheG term and the product of the derivatives ofUe

each belongs toL` so it suffices to estimate theL2 norm of the remaining factors.
First consider the casemÞ0. If ubku<1 for all k, estimate theL2 norm ofZge]mW

e by theHe
s

norm ofWe and the rest of the factors inL`. Otherwise, include theZge]m term as one of theb
terms. It suffices to show that

( bk<s11, ubku<s ⇒ I S )
ubku>2

ZbkWeD I
L2~Rd!

<CiWeiH
e
s~Rd! .

Define

r :511 (
ubku>2

~ ubku21!<s.

Each factor is aZ derivative of orderubu21 of aZWePHe
r21. The Gagliardo–Nirenberg inequa

ity applied toW:5ZWe yields

iZbWe~ t !iL2~r21!/~ ubu21!<CiZWe~ t !iH
e
r21

~ ubu21!/~r21!
<CiWe~ t !iH

e
r

~ ubu21!/~r21! . ~6.35!

Hölder’s inequality yields

I S )
ubku>2

ZbkWeD I
L2~Rd!

<CiWe~ t !iH
e
r ~Rd!<CiWe~ t !iH

e
s~Rd! . ~6.36!
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Finally, if m50 in ~6.34! use Eq.~6.25! to express thee]t derivative ofWe in terms of e]j
derivatives plus a termeH(e,Ue,e]Ue,We)We plus aO~e`!. Each of the terms produced can b
analyzed by the methods above so the proof of Lemma 6.4 is complete. -

End of quasilinear proof:Applying ~6.29! and ~6.34! together with Gronwall’s inequality
shows that for all positive integersn ands there is a constantC(n,s) so that for all 0<t<T

*
,

(
uau<s

i~e]x!
aWe~ t !iL2~Rd!<Cen. ~6.37!

Thanks to~6.24! and ~6.25! for the time derivative, one can choosee1.0 so that fore<e1

(
uau<1

iZaWe~0!iL`~Rd!,
1

2
.

ThenT
*
~e!.0 for e,e1.

Take s5n.11d/2 and choosee0<e1 so that~6.37! in concert with~6.25! and Sobolev’s
inequality ~6.16! implies that

iWe~ t !iLipe~VT
*

~e!!
< 1

2.

It then follows that fore<e0, T*
(e)5T which proves thatve exists for 0<t<T and that inequal-

ity ~6.37! holds throughout this region. As at the end of the semilinear case, this implie
conclusion~6.7! and the proof of Theorem 6.1 is complete. -
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